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Cycling on TV: hot or not?



Professional cycling on 
TV

Social and/or 
recreational cycling



Cycling Broadcasting
● Weakening interest in watching cycling races on TV

○ Predictable races (the Sagan, MVdP, Ineos syndrome) 

○ Old-fashioned race capturing
○ Younger audience moves to digital platforms

● Not focussing enough on new technologies
○ Personalization and interaction can revive cycling broadcasting interest

● Apart from sponsoring teams cycling on tv has huge undiscovered 
commercial potential
○ Tourism
○ Heritage promotion
○ Highlighting culinary culture



Cycling technology
● Internet-of-Things (IoT-devices)

○ Attach lightweight sensors to a rider’s bike, dashcams in 
follower cars etc

○ Broadcast and process all data in real-time in an open 
way (e.g. REST apis)

● Technology is still hardly used, why?
○ Adequate translation of raw values into interesting 

narrative elements
○ Detect events (i.e. something happened) based on the 

“raw” sensor data

http://intherace.com/

http://intherace.com/


“Every race has a lot of hidden stories”



Data-
driven 
cycling



Data-driven analysis and summarization 
of sport videos



Proposed summarization methodology



Speed X

① SENSOR DATA
̶ Input from race dataprovider
̶ Speed/group-based event detection 

→ Detect based on location and speed of a 
rider compared to median of closest group
→ Check if detected event is impacting race  
outcome (“moves” in the 5th chasing group 
might be less important)

̶ Use event-detection mechanism to find 
interesting attacks, crashes or moves 
within a group
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② VIDEO DATA

Detected shots with importance score and audio 
over time

Shot type : motor rear, single rider
Objects :
[cyclist (1), helmet (1), bike(1), bicycle wheel(1)]
Average shot importance score: 2.5
Detected team: Jumbo Visma
Detected text:
7 4,7 km LIVE EUROSPORT. 1 HD 131 13 JUMBO 6VISMA 
Detected rider by text: Primož Roglič

Importance score (TVSum)

Speed: 22 kph
Location: 53.1234, 3.3445
Heart rate: 177 BPM
Power: 403 Watt
Elevation: 1050m
Grade: +7%



OpenPose pose detection
- Very useful for detecting the camera 

angle
- Side shot
- Rear shot
- Front shot

- Smart cropping
- Numbers can only be found on back, 

near pelvis
- Main sponsor mostly on chest area at 

front



IDLAB team detection



③ Parcours and external data



POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
- Team stories
- Publicity reporting
- Tactical insights

Classica San Sebastian - last 40km - detected teams in footage



Synchronized 
2nd Screen 
enrichment



General procedure
❶

Geotag 
heritage/collection

❷
Find race 
location

❸
Find closest 

collection item

❹
Visualize collection 

item



❶
Geotag heritage/collection
̶ GeoJSON file of collection
̶ Themed around certain topic

̶ Cycling cafes
̶ Cycling monuments
̶ Castles
̶ …

̶ Geospatially indexed features
Cycling fan clubs geojson file visualized on http://geojson.io

http://geojson.io


❷ + ❸
Find race location and relevant collection items
̶ Several techniques can be applied

̶ Datastream monitoring (e.g. Gracenote, Velon, …)
̶ Optical Character Recognition on live broadcast 

combined with race route file
̶ Find collection items within a certain radius of the 

current race location



❷ + ❸ FUTURE EXTENSION
Find relevant collection items for team/rider on screen

Using the same mechanisms as 
broadcast summarization

Select relevant collection items 
based on user preference 
and/or rider/team on screen 



https://users.ugent.be/~jcdbock/granddepart/preview/

❹ Visualize

https://users.ugent.be/~jcdbock/granddepart/preview/
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